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ABSTRACT: Effective mitigation of surface ozone pollution entails
detailed knowledge of the contributing precursors’ sources. We use the
GEOS-Chem adjoint model to analyze the precursors contributing to
surface ozone in the Beijing−Tianjin−Hebei area (BTH) of China on days
of different ozone pollution severities in June 2019. We find that BTH ozone
on heavily polluted days is sensitive to local emissions, as well as to
precursors emitted from the provinces south of BTH (Shandong, Henan,
and Jiangsu, collectively the SHJ area). Heavy ozone pollution in BTH can
be mitigated effectively by reducing NOx (from industrial processes and
transportation), ≥C3 alkenes (from on-road gasoline vehicles and industrial
processes), and xylenes (from paint use) emitted from both BTH and SHJ,
as well as by reducing CO (from industrial processes, transportation, and
power generation) and ≥C4 alkanes (from industrial processes, paint and
solvent use, and on-road gasoline vehicles) emissions from SHJ. In addition,
reduction of NOx, xylene, and ≥C3 alkene emissions within BTH would effectively decrease the number of BTH ozone-exceedance
days. Our analysis pinpoint the key areas and activities for locally and regionally coordinated emission control efforts to improve
surface ozone air quality in BTH.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Beijing−Tianjin−Hebei area (BTH) of China has
experienced severe summertime surface ozone pollution,
which poses serious public health risks.1−3 Concentrations of
air pollutants in BTH exceeded the Chinese national air quality
standard for 171 days in 2019, of which surface ozone was the
leading pollutant for 83 days.4 The 90th percentile of the BTH
maximum daily 8-hour average (MDA8) ozone concentration
in 20194 was 196 μg m−3, exceeding the World Health
Organization air quality guideline5 of 100 μg m−3. The Chinese
government has recently strengthened BTH ozone pollution
prevention, emphasizing the emission reductions of highly
active nonmethane volatile organic compounds (NMVOCs).6
For such efforts to be effective, there must be quantitative
understandings of the sources of ozone pollution, including the
contributing precursors, their spatial origins, and their emitting
activities.
Most analyses of ozone precursors use either observation-
based methods (OBMs) or emission-based methods (EBMs).7
OBM studies use photochemical box models to calculate the
maximum incremental reactivity (MIR) or the relative
incremental reactivity (RIR) of NMVOCs.8−12 They then
quantify the NMVOCs’ contributions to local ozone
production based on the locally measured NMVOC
concentrations or emission fluxes. Previous OBM studies
found ≥C3 alkenes and aromatics to be the largest contributors
to ozone formation in the BTH urban area.8−12 Several studies
further employed receptor modeling techniques and found that
the observed NMVOCs in the BTH area were mainly emitted
from vehicle exhaust, industrial processes, and solvent
usage.8,11,12 However, OBM studies could only characterize
the source activities and ozone contributions for the NMVOC
mixture observed locally at the receptor site. The spatial origins
of these NMVOCs and their transport pathways to the
receptor site were not resolved.
By contrast, EBMs simulate the ozone production from
precursors using 3-D air quality models. Previous EBM studies
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mostly used emission perturbation experiments13,14 or tagged-
tracer experiments14,15 to quantify the ozone contributions
from individual species, sectors, or spatial areas. Studies found
that emissions from the industrial and transport sectors
contribute significantly to ozone formation over North
China.13,16,17 Recent studies also found that regional transport
of ozone or its precursors from central China contributed
significantly to BTH surface ozone during summertime
persistent ozone pollution events.14 However, the number of
emission-perturbed sensitivity simulations or the number of
tagged tracers in EBMs were often limited. As a result, previous
EBM studies could not provide detailed species, sector, or
spatial information about the precursors contributing to BTH
surface ozone.
Meteorology can also modulate the intensity of ozone
pollution and the precursors’ contributions to ozone at a
receptor location.14,18−20 Gong et al.14 showed that during
persistent ozone pollution events in BTH, the transport of
ozone or its precursors from central-eastern China to BTH was
enhanced by anomalous southerly winds in North China.
Furthermore, they showed that during such events, a 50%
reduction of NOx and NMVOC emissions over central-eastern
China could be more effective in reducing BTH surface ozone
than a 50% reduction of precursor emissions over North
China.14 Their findings demonstrated the importance of
regionally coordinated emission control actions in mitigating
BTH ozone pollution. However, their study did not identify
the key species or source activities that should be targeted.
Adjoint modeling can provide speciated, sector-resolved, and
spatially-resolved information on the precursors contributing
to ozone while taking into account the nonlinearity of ozone
photochemistry and the meteorological influences on pollutant
transport.21−23 Wang et al.24 first applied the adjoint of the
Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) model to
calculate the sensitivity of monthly mean surface ozone to
NOx and NMVOC emissions in five Chinese receptor areas in
June 2010. They concluded that reductions in NOx and
NMVOC emissions would both help mitigate ozone pollution
over the BTH, Yangtze River Delta (YRD), and Pearl River
Delta (PRD) areas. However, they did not show the spatial and
sectorial origins of the major precursors contributing to ozone
in each of those receptor areas. In addition, Chinese precursor
emissions have changed significantly in recent years,25,26 such
that the sensitivity of ozone should be reevaluated. Adjoint
sensitivity analysis has also been used in the source
apportionment of Chinese aerosols27,28 and of health-related
air pollutants in other countries.29,30
In this study, we use the GEOS-Chem chemical transport
model’s adjoint to analyze the sensitivity of population-
weighted BTH ozone to regional precursor emissions in June
2019 under three different levels of ozone pollution severity:
(1) heavily polluted, (2) slightly polluted, and (3) non-
exceedance. By separately analyzing the ozone sensitivities on
slightly and heavily polluted days, we seek to differentiate the
emission control strategies for reducing the number of ozone
exceedance days (the criteria by which local air quality
management’s effectiveness is evaluated) and for mitigating
severe ozone pollution. We focus on the year 2019 to better
reflect recent Chinese emissions and their impacts on surface
ozone. We assess the sensitivity of BTH ozone to various
precursors, from different source areas, and from different
source activities to pinpoint the emission reduction targets for
effective ozone mitigation.
2. METHODS
2.1. Surface Ozone Observations. We analyze hourly
surface ozone measurements at 694 sites in 136 cities over
North China during June 2019. The measurements were
managed by the China National Environmental Monitoring
Center (http://106.37.208.233:20035/). We remove hourly
concentration outliers at each site that exceeded the 2019
annual mean ozone concentrations by more than four standard
deviations, following one of the three quality control protocols
in Lu et al.’s study.31 The other two protocols are not applied
because one does not remove any measurements, and the other
removes measurements that appear to be valid. We average
sites to calculate the city−mean hourly ozone concentrations
and sample the model results at city centers.
We define the daily exceeded multiples of MDA8 ozone




EM 100%MDA8 O3 =
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where C is the daily MDA8 ozone concentrations in that city in
units of parts per billion. S is the national ambient air quality
standard of MDA8 ozone concentration for urban locations,
which is 160 μg m−3 at 298 K and 1013 hPa33,34 and is
equivalent to 81.6 ppb. We define days when EMMDA8_O3 ≤ 0
as non-exceedance days, days when 0 < EMMDA8_O3 ≤ 10%
(i.e., MDA8 ozone between 81.6 and 89.7 ppb) as slightly
polluted, and days when EMMDA8_O3 ≥ 20% (i.e., MDA8 ozone
exceeding 97.9 ppb) as heavily polluted.
2.2. Tropospheric Column NO2 and Formaldehyde
Data from TROPOMI. We analyze the daily tropospheric
formaldehyde and NO2 column concentrations
35,36 observed
by the TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI)
over China on days of different ozone pollution severity to
examine the difference in precursor abundance and NOx-
sensitivity of surface ozone production.37−39 TROPOMI is a
nadir-viewing spectrometer aboard the polar-orbiting Sentinel-
5 Precursor satellite (equator crossing at 13:30 local time).40
The level 2 NO2 and formaldehyde offline data used here has
near-daily global coverage and nadir pixel resolution of 7 km ×
3.5 km.40 We remove pixels with a quality assurance value
(qa_value)41 less than 0.5 and calculate the daily tropospheric
NO2 and formaldehyde column concentrations at 0.25°
resolution.
2.3. The GEOS-Chem Forward Model and Its Adjoint.
We use the nested-grid capability (0.3125° longitude × 0.25°
latitude, 47 vertical levels) of the GEOS-Chem chemical
transport model42 and its adjoint27,43 to simulate BTH surface
ozone and its sensitivity in June 2019 (the model domain is
shown in Figure S1). The GEOS-Chem forward model and its
adjoint (v35n) used here were initially developed as v8.2.1 of
GEOS-Chem,43,44 which included a detailed tropospheric
ozone-NOx-NMVOC-aerosol chemical mechanism.
42,45 The
NMVOC precursors in GEOS-Chem v8.2.1 include ethane,
propane, ≥C4 alkanes, ≥C3 alkenes, isoprene, acetone, ≥C2
aldehyde, formaldehyde, and methyl ethyl ketone. We add here
the gas-phase chemistry of benzene, toluene, and xylene from
the Regional Atmospheric Chemistry Mechanism, version 2
(RACM2).46 Text S1 further describes the setups and updates
to the GEOS-Chem model used in our study.
Chinese monthly anthropogenic emissions of NOx,
NMVOC, CO, and other pollutants are from the Multi-
resolution Emission Inventory for China (MEIC)25,47 for the
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year 2017 (Figure S2). MEIC is based on provincial-level
activity statistics and includes emissions from power
generation, industries, transport, and residential activities
with 0.25° horizontal resolution. NMVOC speciation in
MEIC is based on Chinese emission profiles.47 Previous
evaluations showed that MEIC is able to represent the
magnitudes and seasonal/interannual variation of Chinese
emissions.48,49 Anthropogenic emissions outside China are
from MIX-Asian inventory for 2010.50 Natural precursor
emissions from vegetation, soil, and lightning are calculated
online in GEOS-Chem (Figure S2).51−53 Emissions from open
biomass burning are from the Global Fire Emissions Dataset
version 4.1 (GFED4s) for the year 2019 at 0.25° spatial
resolution.54
2.4. Adjoint Sensitivity Simulations. We use the GEOS-
Chem adjoint model27,43 to calculate the sensitivity of ozone to
precursor emissions. A brief description of the adjoint
methodology is given in Text S2. Consider a cost function, J,
as the average surface ozone concentration over the targeted
receptor area during a targeted period:
J C t,t t,O3= ∈ Ω (2)
where Ct, O3 is the surface ozone concentration over the
targeted area at time t, while Ωt is the time domain during
which the cost function is evaluated. In this study, the adjoint
sensitivities of ozone represent the derivatives of the surface
ozone concentration at the targeted receptor area (i.e., cost






, where Ei is the emission of
species i at each grid from each sector. To reflect the influence
of a small change in emissions to the actual ozone
concentrations, we multiply the adjoint sensitivities by 10%









, which reflects the ozone change over the
receptor area due to a 10% increase in emissions of species i at
each source grid. In Section 3.4, we further attribute the









to the relative contribution of
each sector/subsector to Ei at each emitting grid.
We conduct a forward simulation and 6 adjoint experiments
for June 2019 (Table 1). The forward simulation is spun up
between March and May 2019. We integrate the adjoint
sensitivities backwards in time from June 30 to May 16, 2019
to account for the impacts on June surface ozone from
precursors emitted in June and late May. In experiments
BTH_N, BTH_S, and BTH_H, we define the cost function
(J) as the population-weighted surface MDA8 ozone
concentration over the BTH area during days when the
simulated BTH EMMDA8_O3 were ≤0, between 0 and 10%, and
⩾20%, respectively. Analyzing the sensitivity of population-
weighted ozone highlights the impacts on human exposure.
Gridded population data (Figure S3) for the year 2015 are
from the Center for International Earth Science Information
Network of Columbia University (https://doi.org/10.7927/
H4JW8BX5). In experiments B_H, T_H, and S_H (Text S3
and Figure S4), we examine the ozone sensitivities during the
heavily polluted days in three major BTH cities: Beijing,
Tianjin, and Shijiazhuang (the capital of Hebei province and
densely populated), respectively (Figure 1a).
3. RESULTS
3.1. Validation of Simulated Ozone Concentrations
over North China. Figure 1 shows the monthly mean surface
MDA8 ozone concentrations simulated by the GEOS-Chem
forward model for June 2019 and compare them against the
surface observations. The observed June surface MDA8 ozone
concentrations exceed 82 ppb over BTH and the surrounding
Shandong and Henan. In southern Hebei and western
Table 1. Description of Adjoint Sensitivity Simulations
simulations ozone pollution levels cost functions MDA8 O3 concentrations (ppb)
BTH_N non-exceedance in BTH population-weighted BTH MDA8 O3 on EM ≤ 0 days 67.2 (population-weighted)
BTH_S slight pollution in BTH population-weighted BTH MDA8 O3 on 0 < EM ≤ 10% days 82.5 (population-weighted)
BTH_H heavy pollution in BTH population-weighted BTH MDA8 O3 on EM ≥ 20% days 106.4 (population-weighted)
B_H heavy pollution in Beijing Beijing MDA8 O3 on EM ≥ 20% days 110.4
T_H heavy pollution in Tianjin Tianjin MDA8 O3 on EM ≥ 20% days 110.1
S_H heavy pollution in Shijiazhuang Shijiazhuang MDA8 O3 on EM ≥ 20% days 110.5
Figure 1. (a) Observed (symbols) and simulated (filled contours) MDA8 surface ozone concentrations over North China in June 2019. Mean
observed and simulated MDA8 ozone concentrations at the surface sites, and their spatial correlations, are shown inset. The bold black line denoted
the BTH area. Symbols circled in blue demarcate the city centers of Beijing, Tianjin, and Shijiazhuang. (b) Time series of the observed (circles)
and simulated (triangles) BTH surface MDA8 ozone concentrations in June 2019. The orange and red areas indicate ranges of ozone
concentrations when 0 < EMMDA8_O3 ≤ 10% (slightly polluted) and EMMDA8_O3 ≥ 20% (heavily polluted), respectively. The orange and red
symbols indicate the days when the observed (circles) or the simulated (triangles) ozone concentrations fall into these two pollution levels,
respectively.
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Shandong, the observed peak ozone concentrations exceed 98
ppb. The model generally reproduced the observed spatial
distribution of ozone over North China (Figure 1a, spatial
correlation is r = 0.78 for the 136 cities). Over the 13 cities in
the BTH area, the simulated monthly mean MDA8 ozone
concentration is 87.1 ppb, which is in good agreement with the
observed value of 88.7 ppb. The model overestimates the
observed ozone concentrations in the area south of BTH. The
reason for this overestimation is yet unclear but may reflect
some misrepresentation of local emissions or chemistry;55 we
address the associated uncertainties in the Discussion.
Figure 1b shows the time series of the observed and
simulated MDA8 ozone and the daily EMMDA8_O3 values in
BTH in June 2019. The GEOS-Chem forward model captures
the day-to-day variation of ozone concentrations (temporal
correlation against daily observations, r = 0.87), including,
most critically, the periods during which slight and heavy
ozone pollution occurred. Observations show heavy ozone
pollution on the 2nd, 11th, 12th, 15th, 18th−20th, and 23rd−
27th of June (12 days) and slight ozone pollution on the 1st,
3rd, 8th, 10th, 17th, 28th, and 29th of June (7 days). The
model simulates heavy ozone pollution on the 7th, 12th, 13th,
18th−21st, and 24th−27th of June (11 days) and slight ozone
pollution on the 1st, 4th, 6th, 10th, and 14th of June (5 days).
The above validation of the simulated ozone concentrations
supports our use of the GEOS-Chem adjoint for BTH ozone
source apportionment.
We select the dates when the simulated BTH MDA8 ozone
is non-exceeding, slightly polluted, and heavily polluted as the
dates (the temporal domains Ωt in eq 2) to calculate the cost
functions in the adjoint simulations (Table 1). In the BTH_H,
BTH_S, and BTH_N experiments, the simulated values of the
cost function are 106.4, 82.5, and 67.2 ppb, respectively. For
the B_H, T_H, and S_H experiments, the cost functions are
the simulated mean MDA8 ozone concentrations in the
corresponding city on heavily polluted days (Figure S4), which
are 110.4, 110.1, and 110.5 ppb, respectively.
3.2. Sensitivities of BTH Ozone for Different Levels of
Ozone Pollution Severity in June 2019. Figure 2 shows
the adjoint sensitivities of population-weighted BTH MDA8
ozone on the heavily polluted days in June 2019. The
sensitivities are calculated for individual precursors from each
of its source sectors and each grid. For brevity, Figure 2 shows
only the 5 NMVOCs to which BTH ozone is most sensitive.
The magnitudes of the ozone sensitivities represent the
changes in BTH population-weighted MDA8 ozone in









). During heavily polluted days, NOx, CO,
and NMVOC precursors emitted from BTH and provinces
south of BTH (Shandong, Henan, and Jiangsu, hereafter
Figure 2. Sensitivities of population-weighted BTH MDA8 surface ozone concentrations to the 10% increase of precursor emissions (unit, 10−3
ppb) over North China on BTH heavily polluted days in June 2019. Sensitivities are separated by sectors and chemical species at the model
resolution (0.3125° longitude × 0.25° latitude). The numbers in parentheses represent the sum of sensitivities (unit, ppb) for the species or from
the sector over the model domain. Black lines demarcate the BTH area. The bottom-right panel shows the provinces/cities in North China.
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referred to as the SHJ area) all contribute positively to BTH
ozone. The ozone sensitivities to 10% anthropogenic emission
increases of NMVOCs, NOx, and CO over East Asia (domain
shown in Figure S1) are 2.40, 1.44, and 0.52 ppb, respectively.
During heavily polluted days, the largest NMVOC contributor
to BTH ozone is ≥C4 alkanes (0.75 ppb), followed by ≥C3
alkenes (0.59 ppb), xylenes (0.58 ppb), and toluene (0.41
ppb). Furthermore, most of the ozone sensitivity are associated
with precursors emitted from industrial activities (2.59 ppb)
and transportation (1.17 ppb). The sensitivities of ozone to
natural and biomass burning (not shown in Figure 2)
emissions are much smaller, except for the sensitivities to
biogenic isoprene (0.15 ppb) and soil-NOx (0.21 ppb). This
finding is consistent with a previous model study,56 which
found anthropogenic precursors’ contributions to BTH ozone
to be much larger than those of natural precursors during
heavy ozone pollution days.
In contrast, on slightly polluted and non-exceedance days,
BTH ozone is mostly sensitive to precursors emitted within
BTH, with relatively smaller contributions from precursors
emitted from the adjacent Henan and northern Shandong
(Figures S5 and S6). The ozone sensitivities to emissions from
Jiangsu and other parts of Shandong are much smaller than
those on heavily polluted days. On slightly polluted and non-
exceedance days, the most important anthropogenic NMVOC
contributors to BTH ozone sensitivity are xylenes (0.55 and
0.35 ppb, respectively) and ≥C3 alkenes (0.52 and 0.33 ppb,
respectively) (Figures S5 and S6). Ozone and precursors
transported to BTH from outside North China have small but
non-negligible contributions to BTH ozone under all levels of
ozone pollution severity (Text S4).
On less polluted days, we find that BTH ozone is more
VOC-limited (i.e., NOx-saturated) than it is on heavily
polluted days (Figure 3): the ozone sensitivities to the 10%
increase in anthropogenic NMVOC emissions (2.0 and 1.3
ppb, respectively) are three times the sensitivities to NOx (0.65
and 0.49 ppb, respectively) on less polluted days. Furthermore,
on less polluted days, BTH ozone is positively sensitive to NOx
emitted from northern BTH but negatively sensitive to NOx
emitted from southern BTH (Figure 3b,c). Previous studies
have demonstrated satellite-observed HCHO/NO2 ratios as
useful indicators for the ozone formation regime.37−39 Wang et
al.57 recommended HCHO/NO2 < 2.3 as an indication for
VOC-limited ozone formation, HCHO/NO2 > 4.2 for NOx-
limited ozone formation, and HCHO/NO2 between 2.3 and
4.2 as an indication for transitional ozone formation. We find
Figure 3. Comparison of adjoint-simulated and satellite-observed sensitivity of BTH ozone for three ozone pollution severity levels in June 2019.
The BTH ozone adjoint sensitivities (unit, 10−3 ppb) are shown for total NOx emissions (top row) and total NMVOC emissions (second row); the
sums of sensitivities over the simulation domain (unit, ppb) are shown inset. The bar charts (bottom row) summarize sensitivities to precursors
from various sectors emitted inside (black boxes) and outside (grey boxes) the BTH area. Third row: TROPOMI-observed ratios of tropospheric
HCHO to NO2 column concentrations (only grids with tropospheric NO2 column >1.5 × 10
15 molec cm−2 are shown); the population-weighted
HCHO/NO2 ratios over the BTH are shown inset.
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the HCHO/NO2 ratios observed by TROPOMI over the BTH
area to be 3.5 on heavily polluted days and 2.9 on less polluted
days in June 2019 (Figure 3g−i), confirming the larger
sensitivity of BTH ozone to NOx during heavy pollution. In
Beijing, ozone formation changed from a VOC-limited regime
(HCHO/NO2 < 2.3) on non-exceeded days to a transitional
regime (HCHO/NO2 between 2.3 and 4.2) on heavily
polluted days.
3.3. Impacts of Meteorology on BTH Ozone
Sensitivity. Our analyses above show that the transport of
pollutants from the SHJ area aggravates BTH ozone during
heavily polluted days, demonstrating the importance of
regional transport to BTH ozone air quality. On non-
exceedance days, the prevailing wind over the BTH area is
northwesterly, which transports relatively low ozone air to the
BTH area (Figure S7a). When the BTH area is heavily
polluted, the local wind changes to southerly. We find that this
anomalous southerly wind over the BTH area during heavily
polluted days is associated with a surface high-pressure
anomaly over Shandong and the East China Sea (Figure
S7d). This surface anticyclone is also associated with a positive
geopotential anomaly at 500 hPa and a >5 °C surface
temperature anomaly over Northeastern China (Figure S7e,f).
We further find that the meteorological anomalies associated
with slightly polluted days are similar to those associated with
heavily polluted days, except that they are of smaller
amplitudes. Therefore, these anomalous meteorological
patterns may be used as indicators to forecast ozone
exceedance events. Previous studies also found that anomalous
southerly winds could transport ozone or its precursors from
central-eastern China (mostly corresponding to the SHJ area)
to the BTH area during summertime persistent ozone
pollution events.14,18
Our adjoint analyses show that the enhanced pollutant
advection from the SHJ to the BTH area and the
meteorological conditions favoring local photochemical
production and biogenic emissions all contribute to the high
ozone pollution over the BTH area. On heavily polluted days
in BTH, NOx, CO, and NMVOC precursors emitted from SHJ
contributed 31, 39, and 39%, respectively, of the total BTH
ozone sensitivities. A large fraction of this enhanced SHJ
contribution is associated with the advection of CO and
longer-lived NMVOC precursors from SHJ (Figures 2 and 3j
and Figure S8). Also, on heavily polluted days, the overhead
anticyclone suppresses the ventilation of the BTH boundary
layer. This suppressed ventilation leads to accumulated surface
NMVOC concentrations (Figure S9), which increases the
sensitivity of BTH ozone to NOx. TROPOMI observations
also indicate this strengthening of BTH ozone photochemistry
due to the accumulation of NMVOCs in BTH on heavily
polluted days. The tropospheric HCHO column concen-
trations over BTH are much higher on heavily polluted days
than on less polluted days, while tropospheric NO2 columns
show less difference (Figure S10). Enhanced biogenic isoprene
emissions at warmer temperatures may also play a role. Figure
S9 shows that the BTH surface isoprene concentration is much
higher on heavily polluted days than on less polluted and non-
exceedance days. Although the ozone sensitivity to biogenic
isoprene changes a little under the different pollutant levels
(total of 0.11 to 0.15 ppb in Figure 3j−l), the larger isoprene
emissions under warmer temperatures still enhance BTH
ozone on heavily polluted days. However, overall, the BTH
ozone sensitivity to isoprene is smaller than that to CO and
anthropogenic NMVOCs (Figures 2 and 3j).
3.4. Strategic Emission Reduction to Mitigate BTH
Ozone Pollution: Provincial/Municipal Targets and
Sector/Subsector Targets. Our adjoint methodology
quantifies the contributions to BTH ozone from individual
precursors with their spatial and sectorial origins resolved. This
information provides targeted, actionable guidance for effective
mitigation of BTH ozone. Figure 3j summarizes the BTH
ozone sensitivities to individual precursors by their source
sectors and spatial origins (either inside or outside the BTH
area) on heavily polluted days. The ozone sensitivities to
precursors emitted outside the BTH area mainly involve those
emitted in the SHJ area; contributions from other Chinese
provinces are relatively small (Figure S8a). On heavily polluted
days, BTH ozone is highly sensitive to NOx emissions from
industrial activities and transportation in both BTH and SHJ.
The BTH ozone sensitivities to CO and ≥C4 alkanes emitted
from the SHJ area are twice as large as the ozone sensitivities
to these precursors emitted from the BTH area (Figure 3j).
Both CO and ≥C4 alkanes are primarily emitted by industrial
activities. They are effectively transported from the SHJ area to
affect the BTH area due to their relatively long chemical
lifetimes. For the highly reactive NMVOCs (≥C3 alkenes,
xylenes, and toluene), the contributions to BTH ozone
sensitivity from inside and outside the BTH are comparable.
These highly reactive NMVOCs are mostly emitted by
industrial activities and transportation. Our results suggest
that to mitigate heavy BTH ozone pollution, the most effective
measures entail reducing NOx and reactive NMVOC (≥C3
alkenes, xylenes, and toluene) emissions in both the BTH and
the SHJ areas, as well as CO and ≥C4 alkanes emitted from the
SHJ area. A 10% reduction of these precursor emissions would
decrease the simulated BTH ozone on heavily polluted days by
4.9 ppb and decrease the number of heavy pollution days from
11 days to 7 days in June 2019, according to our adjoint
analyses. Thus, the adjoint sensitivities point to a way to
mitigate heavy BTH ozone pollution, which may be adopted as
short-term goals or emergency response measures under
government-led regional coordination.
Figure 3k,l shows the BTH ozone sensitivity to regional
precursors on slightly polluted and non-exceedance days, with
the precursors’ provincial/municipal origins shown in Figure
S8. Again, we find that on these less polluted days, the BTH
MDA8 ozone production is more VOC-limited and less
sensitive to emissions from outside the BTH area. BTH ozone
on less polluted days is generally positively sensitive to NOx
but shows negative sensitivities to the large industrial NOx
emissions over the southern BTH area (Figure S11). The
highly reactive NMVOCs (xylenes, ≥C3 alkenes, and toluene)
emitted by industrial activities and transportation inside the
BTH area are the largest contributors to BTH ozone
sensitivity. The sensitivities to CO and ≥C4 alkanes emitted
inside and outside the BTH area are roughly equivalent.
Compared to the sensitivities on heavily polluted days, the
overall sensitivities of BTH ozone to CO and ≥C4 alkanes are
greatly diminished. Such difference in the ozone sensitivities
reflects the less advection of longer-lived precursors from the
SHJ area to affect the BTH area on the less polluted days. Our
analyses show that to lower the BTH surface ozone
concentrations on slightly polluted days (thus decreasing the
number of ozone-exceeding days), BTH emissions of NOx and
highly reactive anthropogenic NMVOCs should be reduced.
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Such effort will help the local agencies achieve their air quality
attainment goals in the short term and provide an actionable
pathway for the local government to improve the annual mean
ozone air quality. Strong control of BTH reactive NMVOC
emissions is also needed to offset the side effects of reduced
NOx over southern BTH during less polluted days. Our adjoint
analyses show that the sensitivities of BTH ozone to the 10%
anthropogenic NOx emission increase over southern BTH are
−0.19 and −0.18 ppb on slightly polluted and non-exceedance
days, respectively (Figure 3b); the sensitivities of BTH ozone
to the 10% anthropogenic NMVOC emission increase over
southern BTH is 0.60 and 0.50 ppb on slightly polluted and
non-exceedance days, respectively. Thus, to offset every 10% of
NOx reduction over southern BTH, an additional 1/3 × 10%
reduction of NMVOC emissions is required on less polluted
days.
Our analyses above identify the key NMVOC species whose
emission must be reduced. However, NMVOC species are
emitted from a wide range of anthropogenic activities. As such,
species-based emission reductions may be difficult to imple-
ment and manage. In comparison, sector/subsector-based
emission reduction actions target key emitting activities, where
emissions can be controlled by improving/substituting
processes and technologies. To further pinpoint which
sectors/subsectors should be controlled with high priority,
we map the spatially resolved ozone-to-NMVOC sensitivity to
17 subsectors, including 9 industrial subsectors, 4 transport
subsectors, 3 residential subsectors, and the power generation
sector. The results are shown in Figure 4 for the 4 NMVOC
species most important to BTH ozone on heavily polluted days
(≥C4 alkanes, ≥C3 alkenes, xylenes, and toluene). For all cities
and provinces in North China, the activities with the largest
contributions to BTH ozone sensitivity are paint use (for
architecture, vehicles, wood products, and other products), on-
road gasoline vehicles, and industrial processes (here mainly
including coking, oil refinement, distribution and storage of
oil/gas, and chemical production). Reducing emissions
associated with paint use will decrease ozone sensitivities to
xylenes and toluene most effectively. Reducing emissions from
on-road gasoline vehicles and industrial processes will decrease
the ozone sensitivity to ≥C3 alkene emissions. Finally, ≥C4
alkanes from the SHJ area contributed to BTH ozone during
heavily polluted days; their emissions should be reduced by
targeting industrial processes, paint and solvent use, and
pharmaceutical production. Some of these NMVOCs are
themselves toxic; reducing their emissions will also mitigate the
local communities’ health risks associated with exposure to
those toxic NMVOCs.58
Our adjoint sensitivity analyses can also be applied to
individual cities to better guide the city’s air quality
management efforts. Figures S12−S14 show the ozone
sensitivities for Beijing, Tianjin, and Shijiazhuang, on their
respective heavily polluted days. Figure S15 summarizes the
ozone sensitivities in each city to emissions from local and
surrounding provinces and cities. On heavily polluted days, the
MDA8 surface ozone concentrations in a particular city are
most sensitive to emissions from within that city. For Beijing,
ozone is most sensitive to local emissions of NOx, xylenes, and
≥C3 alkenes; reducing both NOx and NMVOC emissions in
Beijing will help mitigate severe local ozone pollution. OBM
studies of ozone sensitivity before the year 2013 mostly found
ozone production in Beijing to be NOx-saturated.
59,60
However, since the year 2013, there have been strong
measures to reduce industrial and vehicular NOx emissions
in Beijing. The observed surface NO2 concentration in Beijing
decreased at an annual rate of −1.7 ppb year−1 during 2013 to
2019.61 More recent observations indicate that Beijing’s ozone
production may have migrated to the transition regime or the
NOx-limited regime, especially in summer when the photo-
chemical production of ozone is most active.39,59,61 Our
finding that Beijing’s surface ozone is positively sensitive to
local NOx emissions on heavily polluted days is consistent with
these recent observational studies. In contrast, the heavy ozone
pollutions in Tianjin and Shijiazhuang are more VOC-limited,
such that reducing local NMVOC emissions would be more
effective in mitigating the ozone pollution within these two
cities. Our results highlight the importance of reducing reactive
NMVOC emissions in conjunction with reducing NOx
emissions to improve the ozone air quality in the cities in
BTH.
4. DISCUSSION
We use the adjoint of the GEOS-Chem chemical transport
model to quantify BTH ozone sensitivities to regional
precursors, resolving the chemical identities, spatial origins,
and activity origins of those precursors. We find that the ozone
sensitivities on days with different ozone pollution severities
differ by the contributing precursors’ identities and spatial
Figure 4. Sensitivities of BTH ozone to four anthropogenic NMVOC species (≥C4 alkanes, ≥C3 alkenes, xylenes, and toluene) on heavily polluted
days. Sensitivities are segregated for the emitting activities and the provinces/cities of emission.
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origins. Our results highlight the dependence of the ozone-
precursor relationship on regional meteorology. We also
identify the key emitting activities contributing to BTH
ozone pollution; these activities should be the priority targets
for process substitution or application of emission reduction
technologies. However, we emphasize that the accuracy of the
adjoint sensitivity analyses depends on the accuracy of the
emission inventories. In this study, our model simulations
show high tropospheric NOx concentration and NOx-saturated
ozone production over the YRD area (Figure S16), consistent
with TROPOMI observations (Figures 3g−i and S10).
However, our simulated tropospheric HCHO column
concentrations are higher over the YRD area than over the
BTH area (Figure S16), while TROPOMI observes higher
HCHO concentrations over the BTH area (Figure S10). This
inconsistency suggests that the NMVOC emissions over the
YRD area may be overestimated, which may partially account
for the ozone overestimation in the south of BTH (Figure 1a)
and may lead to positive biases of BTH ozone sensitivity to
YRD NMVOC precursors. Further evaluation of NMVOC
emissions over the south of BTH is needed. As Chinese
emissions of precursors continue to change as driven by
evolving technology and emission reduction policies,25,62
especially as driven by the Chinese initiative toward carbon
neutrality, it is crucial that emission inventories and our adjoint
analysis be timely updated to reflect the impact on ozone
pollution.
Our methodology can be applied to other areas in China
suffering from heavy ozone pollution. Also, several studies
showed that the sensitivity of ozone production varies
significantly with altitude. Over some polluted areas, ozone
formation may be NOx-limited in the upper boundary layer,
while being VOC-limited in the lower boundary layer.63 As a
result, tropospheric ozone and the atmospheric oxidation
capacity may not respond to precursor emission controls in the
same way as surface ozone does. The adjoint methodology
could provide a more comprehensive understanding of the
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